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Summer squash growers, has this happened to you? One week you’re admiring a clump of sturdy green vines 

sprinkled with blossoms. The next week you’re looking at a heap of yellowing, wilted leaves. 

 

Squash seeds are easy to start directly in our Midwestern soils as soon as the danger of frost has passed. The 

problem is that by early to mid-July it’s all over for the typical green zucchini or yellow crooknet. By then, a 

pesky bug called the squash vine borer most likely will have chewed into the stems and attacked the vascular 

system. 

 

Like many no-spray gardeners, I’ve tried a hodgepodge of techniques—tweezers, aluminum foil, 

diatomaceous earth. For me, these methods were too much trouble or too ineffective. 

 

But then I found a different kind of summer squash, one that’s a vigorous grower, prolific producer and 

resistant to the vine borer. It’s an Italian heirloom named Tromboncino for little trumpet; it’s also known as 

zucchetta rampicante (C. moschata). One or two plants are enough for a medium-size backyard because it 

will travel dozens of feet, put down secondary roots every 12 inches or so and produce enough squash to 

feed your family and some neighbors, too. It grows well on a trellis, but is likely to approach this structure as 

a temporary obstacle. My single plant typically climbs up and down a 6-foot fence, sprawls across a patch of 

bee balm and twists through the adjacent tomatoes—and that’s just one direction. 
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The seeds may not be easy to find locally, but several seed catalogs list them. I bought mine from Territorial 

Seeds, and I’ve also seen them listed with Fedco, Southern Exposure, Renee’s Garden, The Cook’s Garden and 

others. The squash fruit can be harvested at a young stage with the blossoms still attached or later when they 

reach up to 2 feet long. Unlike many other kinds of summer squash, they have no seeds at this point and the 

flesh is more firm and less juicy.  
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Left on the vine past 60 days, they eventually turn from green to tan, becoming a type of winter squash with 

seeds in the bulbous end. 

What about the taste? Some people describe them as rich and full in flavor, with a sweet, mild and nutty 

taste. Their extra-firm texture makes them great on the grill. Others think they’re not as good as more 

common varieties. I’ve tried them side by side with regular green zucchini, and to me they taste quite similar. 

Although I prefer the less-firm texture of common summer squash for some recipes, I prefer not spraying 

poison even more. I haven’t tried freezing tromboncino, but others say it freezes exceptionally well (blanch 

first) and that its drier flesh absorbs spices better than regular zucchini. 



 

The winter stage of tromboncino is a different story. While it’s edible, I find the flavor falls way short of a 

butternut or acorn squash (even though they belong to the same family), and the flesh is on the stringy side. I 

usually just leave two or three squash on the vine through mid-fall, then place them twisting along the 

middle of my dining room table as a Thanksgiving centerpiece. 

Want to receive weekly digests of the midCetera blog? E-mail blog@midwestliving.com with the subject line 

"Subscribe." 
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